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Almost finitely présentée soluble groups

Robert Bieri and Ralph Strebel

Dedicated to Professor B. Eckmann on his sixtieth birthday

1. Introduction

1.1 Finitely présentée soluble groups hâve been investigated by several au-
thors. Roughly speaking, their results deal with two aspects: with the subgroup
structure of finitely presented soluble groups [2], [4], [7], [18], and with soluble
varieties whose non-cyclic relatively free group are infinitely related [16], [3].
Hère we attack the problem of recognizing which finitely generated soluble

groups are finitely related in a somewhat more systematic way: We show that ail

finitely presented soluble groups hâve a certain structural property which is

inherited by homomorphic images (whether this holds for the property of being
finitely presented itself is an old problem of P. Hall's and is still open).

1.2 The methods of [2] and [4] made it clear that even in the soluble case the

HNN-construction is an important tool for obtaining finitely presented groups.
Recall that every group B containing a pair of isomorphic subgroups d: S-2» T is

embedded in the HNN-group

G (B,t; tsr1 d(s) (ail s e S)),

in which d is induced by an inner automorphism. B is termed the base group, S

and T the associated subgroups, and t the stable letter of G. If the base group
coincides with one of the associated subgroups G will be called an ascending

HNN-group. It is only in this spécial case that G can be soluble (see, e.g., [12]).
Our methods allow to replace the assumption that the groups in question be

finitely presented by a (conceivably) weaker condition. Let K be a ccrmmutative

ring with non-trivial unit. A group G is called almost finitely presented over K if
there is a présentation G F/R, such that F is a finitely generated free group and
the tensor product R/[R,R]®XK is finitely generated as a KG-module.
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Almost finitely presented soluble groups 259

A key resuit of this paper is

THEOREM A. Let G be a group containing a normal subgroup N with infinité
cyclic quotient G/N, and let te G be an élément with gp(t, N)= G. If G is almost

finitely presented over some ring K then G is an HNN-group with stable letter t such

that both base group and associated subgroups are finitely generated and contained

inN.

Every finitely presented infinité soluble group G contains a subgroup Go of
finite index which is, of course, again finitely presented and which does map onto
an infinité cyclic group. It thus follows that Go is an ascending HNN-group over a

finitely generated base group. This is the necessary condition for a soluble group G
to bë finitely presented mentioned in Section 1.1 above.

1.3 A first application of Theorem A concerns relatively free groups or, more
generally, groups that arise from relatively free ones by adding "few" relations
(see G. Baumslag [3]). In the sequel © will dénote the variety of ail groups and

2tp3l the variety of ail extensions of elementary Abelian p-groups by Abelian
groups.

THEOREM B. Let 93^D be a variety of groups containing 2ïpSl for some
prime p. Let

G \Xi, x2,..., xm ; rl5 r2,..., rn)

be a finitely presented group with m>n+2. Then G/93(G) is not almost finitely
presented (over any ring K).

COROLLARY Bl. 1/ 93 is a variety of groups with 2lp2lç9S^O then every
almost finitely presented %$-free group is cyclic.

Theorem B answers a question of Gilbert Baumslag ([1], Problem 5) who had

settled the case 2lp2l c 93 c 2l2 in [3]. Its corollary generalizes Smel'kin's resuit [16]
that ail non-cyclic free soluble groups are infinitely related.

Another conséquence of Theorem B concerns the derived séries of the finitely
presented group G:

COROLLARY B2. IfG (xl9... ,xm;ru... ,rn) is a finitely presented group
with m > n + 2 then none of the factors G(d)/G(d+1) of the derived séries is a torsion

group or divisible by a prime. In particular, G(d)^ G(d+1) for ail d^O.
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1.4 The condition imposed by Theorem A on a finitely generated soluble

group of the form G N 3 C to be (almost) finitely presented is, in gênerai, far
from being sufficient (e.g., it gives no restriction when N is finitely generated). But
it is both necessary and sufficient if N is nilpotent, and in that case we obtain

THEOREM C. Let G N] C be the split extension of a nilpotent group N by

an infinité cyclic group C. Then the following conditions (i)-(iv) are équivalent:

(i) G is finitely presented,

(ii) G is almost finitely presented over some ring K,
(iii) G is an ascending HNN-group over a finitely generated nilpotent base

group,
(iv) Nab N/[N,N] is a finitely generated C-module with the following three

properties:
(a) the Z-torsion subgroup of Nab is finite,
(b) the rational vector space V Nab ®z Q has finite dimension, and
(c) there is a generator t of C such that the characteristic polynomial of

t ® Q e End V) is intégral

COROLLARY Cl. Let G N] C be as in Theorem C. Then G is finitely
presented (respectively almost finitely presented over K) if and only if G/[N, N] is.

The class of ail finitely generated nilpotent-by-infinite-cyclic groups is admit-
tedly rather small. But it is of some interest because the groups in this class need

not satisfy the maximal condition for normal subgroups, contrasting the well-
known resuit of P. Hall on finitely generated metabelian groups [10]. In fact a

finitely generated nilpotent-by-infinite-cyclic group can even be isomorphic to a

proper quotient of itself ([11], p. 348). Thèse pathologies cannot occur in the

finitely presented case.

COROLLARY C2. Every finitely presented nilpotent-by-cyclic-by-finite group
satisfies the maximal condition for normal subgroups.

1.5 For a final application of Theorem C we go back to the situation of
Theorem B but restrict to the case of a single defining relation. Let 83 be a variety
with apïï c 83 # O, and let G (xly..., xm ; r), If m > 2 then the quotient group
Q G/93(G) is infinitely related (by Theorem B) and if m 1, Q is cyclic. In the

remaining case m 2, Q may or may not be finitely presented depending on r and

on 83.

Let 3lc dénote the variety of ail nilpotent groups of class c. In case the variety
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93 satisfies §l2c93ç9?c2l and r is not a commutator word, Theorem C applies and
shows that the answer dépends solely upon the relator r. In Section 5 we dérive an

algorithm for deciding whether a given relator leads to a finitely presented
metabelian quotient G/G" or not (see Theorem D in Section 6.1).

2. The proof of Theorem A

2.1 Almost finitely presented groups. Throughout the paper K will dénote a

commutative ring with 1^0. Let R >-» F—» G be a short exact séquence of

groups. If R is finitely generated as a normal subgroup of F then Rab R/R' is a

finitely generated G-module. Thus it is immédiate from the définition given in
Section 1.2 that a finitely presented group G is almost finitely piesented over Z
and this, in turn, implies that G is almost finitely presented over every ring K.
Whether the converse holds is an open question. Evidence in favour of such a

conjecture is provided by the fact that ail thèse finiteness conditions hâve much
the same properties, such as being inherited by extensions and by subgroups of
finite index.

Almost finitely presented groups arise naturally in homology theory: G is

almost finitely presented over K if and only if the trivial KG-module K admits a

projective resolution which is finitely generated in dimensions 0, 1 and 2 (cf. [6],
p. 20). In the proof of Theorem A we shall work with yet another characterization

LEMMA 2.1. G is almost finitely presented over K if and only if there is a short

exact séquence of groups M >-» X —* G such that X is finitely presented and
Mab<g>zK 0.

Proof. If F is a free group and S c JR are two normal subgroups of F one has

the exact séquence of K(F/R)-modules

SR'/R'®X K-^-+ Rab ®z K > (R/S)ab <8>z K > 0. (2.1)

Suppose G F/R is almost finitely presented over K. Then Kab ®z K is generated
by a finite set of éléments of the form rtR'® 1. Take S to be the normal subgroup
of F generated by {r,}. Then /x is an epimorphism, hence (R/S)ab <8>z K 0 and

R/S >-> FIS —» G is the required short exact séquence.
Conversely, if we are given the short exact séquence M >-> X —» G and a

finite présentation X F/S, take R<F with F/R G and R/S M. Now
Mab ®z K 0 implies that the map /ut in (2.1) is epimorphic, whence Rab ®z K is

finitely generated as a KG -module.
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2.2 Let G be an almost finitely présentée! group over K. By Lemma 2.1 there
is a short exact séquence of groups M >-» X » G, where X is finitely présentée!
and Mab ®z K 0. Given an élément f g G and a normal subgroup N <I G such
that G/N is infinité cyclic generated by tN9 we choose a finite set of generators
âl9..., âm, x of X such that ir(â1)9..., Tr(âm) € N and tt(x) t. Then X admits a

finite présentation of the form

X F/R (al9..., am, x ; r1?..., rn>.

with â, a,JR, 1 < i < m, x xR. By the choice of al9 am the relators rl9..., rn

hâve zéro exponent sum on x. Hence there is a natural number À such that ail
relators rl9..., rn are contained in the finitely generated subgroup

U gp(af | 1 < i < m, -A < fc < A) ç F.

Now consider the finitely generated subgroup

S gp(7r(â1)fk | l<i<m, -A<k<À)çG.

S and its conjugate T= S* are contained in B tt(UR/R) and we can define the

HNN-group

G* (B,p;psp-1 st (se S))

We claim the canonical epimorphism ^: G* —» G induced by the inclusion B<G
and *Kp) t is an isomorphism. To see this define a homomorphism (p:F-+ G*
by setting

<p(a,) iriâ^e B and <p(x) p.

<p is epimorphic and, by the choice of B, sends ail relators rl9..., rn to the unit
élément. Thus <p induces an epimorphism <p:X F/R-j» G*. The composite
i/f ° <p : X —* G coincides with tt, hence ker (ift o ^) M. Since Mab ®z K 0 and <p

maps ker (i|r ° ^) onto ker \\t9 it follows that (ker tff)ab ®z K 0. On the other hand,
ker t\$ is a normal subgroup of the HNN-group G* missing the base group and
hence is free (cf. [12], p. 627). Both facts put together show that ker $ is trivial.

3. Ascending HNN-groops

3.1 Let C be an infinité cyclic group. For each generator t of C we define a

class ix of C-groups as follows: A C-group N is in Ât if it contains a finitely
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generated subgroup B < N with the two properties

BfeB (3.1)

and

B générâtes N as a C-group. (3.2)

Any subgroup B<N satisfying (3.1) and (3.2) will be termed a base group of N
(with respect to t). Notice that if B is a base group of N, so is every transform
Bx\ îgZ, and that N is the ascending union N= \J"=0Bl ' From this it follows

readily that a C-group N is in the class Ât if and only if the split extension N ] C
is an ascending HNN-group over a finitely generated base group B ^ N, with
stable letter t, and such that B coincides with the first associated subgroup.

3.2 The goal of this section is a classification of ail nilpotent C-groups in At\
this will immediately lead to a proof of Theorem C.

LEMMA 3.1. (i) If Nedt then N is finitely generated as a C-group.
(ii) If Ne£tC\ /,-i then N is a finitely generated group.

Proof. (i) is plain from the définition. So assume NeÂt n^f-i, and let B, B' be

finitely generated base groups of N with respect to t and r1, respectively. By
replacing B' by a suitable transform (B')tl we can achieve that B' contains

generators of the finitely generated group B, i.e., B^Bf. Then we hâve Br'ç
B^çB' for ail />0 by (3.2), hence N=gpc{B)^B', and N B' is finitely
generated.

3.3 Next we prove that the class Ât is closed with respect to homomorphic
images and extensions.

LEMMA 3.2. Let N be a C-group and M<\N a C-invariant normal subgroup.
Then one has:

(i) if N is in At, so is N/M,
(ii) if M and N/M are in ÂtJ so is N.

Proof (i) If B is a finitely generated base group of N then BM/M is a base

group of N/M
(ii) Let U be a finitely generated subgroup of N such that UM/M is a base

group of N/M, and pick generators ul9 u2,..., uf of U. By (3.1) we can find
éléments m^M, u]eU, / 1,2,...,/, with utJ=m}u''r Now choose a finitely
generated base group V of M with m, g V for ail / 1,2,..., / and let B be the
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subgroup of N generated by U and V. B is finitely generated, B%^B, and B

générâtes N as a C-group, whence Neiv
3.4 We now turn to Abelian C-groups (i.e., to C-modules) belonging to Âv

Thèse can be characterized as follows:

PROPOSITION 3.3. A finitely generated C-module A is in Ât if and only if the

following three conditions hold:

(a) the Z- torsion subgroup tor A of A is finite,
(b) the rational vector space V A ®z Q is of finite dimension,

(c) the characteristic polynomial of t® Q g End (V) is intégral

Proof. Let Aeit and let B be a finitely generated base group of A. Since t

induces an injective endomorphism B >-» B it induces an automorphism on the

torsion-subgroup tor B. Hence

tor A U B'- fl tor A U (#' ' H tor A) tor B is finite.
\i=0 / i 0

In view of Lemma 3.2 it thus remains to consider the case where the additive

group of A is torsion-free. Again, let A edt and let B be a finitely generated base

group of A. Every transform B'1 is a free Abelian group of the same finite rank
n, hence A U Btl is a torsion-free Abelian group of rank n. The endomorphism

t:B-*B can be described by an intégral matrix, and therefore the characteristic

polynomial of f®Q:A®Q-»A<8>Q has intégral coefficients.

Conversely, assume A is a finitely generated C-module, satisfying (b), (c),
whose additive group is torsion-free. Let

X(x) xn 4- zxxn~x + z2xn~2 + • • • +zne Z[x]

be the characteristic polynomial of t ® Q acting on V A ® Q. As A is embed-
ded in V we hâve x(*)A 0 hence

1 *n-1
-z2a - • • • -zna

for every élément aeA. Now let al9 a2,..., am be a finite set of generators for
the C-module A and let B dénote the additive subgroup generated by a]*,

0 :£ i :£ n -1, 1 :£ j ^ m. Thèn one has B'^B and gpc(B) A, hence B is a finitely
generated base group and A g Av

As an immédiate conséquence of Proposition 3.3 we note that the class of ail
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C-modules in Ât is closed with respect to the tensor product (over Z); of course
this can also be proved directly.

LEMMA 3.4. If A1 and A2 are two C-modules in Ât then so is the tensor

product (over Z) Ax ® A2 when endowed with the diagonal C-action.

3.5 Let N be a group and Nm the mth term of its lower central séries, i.e.,
NX N and ^=[^^^1 m>2. If N is a C-group then ail factors N^JN,»
are C-modules and there is a C-module epimorphism

7T : N/N2 (g) Nm^/Nm -» NJNm+l9

given by tt(xN2 ® yNm) [x, y]Nm+1 (see [15], p. 55). Using Lemmata 3.2 and 3.4

we now hâve immediately

PROPOSITION 3.5. Let N be a C-group. If its Abelianization N/N2 is in Ât

then so is every lower central factor N/Nm, m > 2.

COROLLARY 3.6. // N is a nilpotent C-group then Nett if and only if
Nabett.

3.6 Proof of Theorem G A finitely presented group is almost finitely presented
over every ring K. If G N 3 C is nilpotent-by-infinite-cyclic and almost finitely
presented then G is an ascending HNN-group over a finitely generated nilpotent
base group Bc]V by Theorem A. Ail finitely generated nilpotent groups are

finitely presented, and every HNN-group over a finitely presented base group and
with finitely generated associated subgroups is finitely presented. Thèse facts
establish the cycle (i) ^> (ii) =^ (iii) =£> (i). The équivalence (iii) <=> (iv) is covered by
Corollary 3.6 in conjunction with Proposition 3.3.

3.7 Proof of Corollary C2. Let G be a finitely presented nilpotent-by-cyclic-
by-finite group. We hâve to show that every homomorphic image of G is finitely
presented. Since being finitely presented is inherited by extensions and subgroups
of finite index we may as well assume that G is nilpotent-by-cyclic. Let M<3 G. If
G/M contains a nilpotent subgroup of finite index then G/M is polycyclic, hence

finitely presented. Otherwise G N 3 C is nilpotent-by-infinite-cyclic and M^N,
whence G/M is finitely presented by Theorem C and Lemma 3.2.

Remark. Note that every almost finitely presented nilpotent-by-cyclic-by-
finite group is constructable in the sensé of [4]; thus Corollary C2 is a spécial case

of [4], Corollary 5.
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3.8 Connexion with the Alexander polynomial. Let G be a finitely generated

group satisfying the conditions

(a) G/G' is infinité cyclic, and

(b) G'IG" is torsion-free.

Thèse conditions hold, e.g., for the fondamental group of the complément of a

tame knot in R3 (see e.g. [8]) and, more generally, for any group having a finite
présentation of the form

\Xi,..., xm, xm+1; WjXj, wmxm),

where wu w2,..., vvm are words with zéro exponent sum on ail generators
xl9 x2,..., xm+1 (see e.g. [17], p. 332). Let t dénote a generator of the infinité
cyclic group G/G'.

In this situation the Alexander polynomial A(t) is defined, and it has been

proved by H. F. Trotter that G/G" is finitely presented if and only if either the
first or the last coefficient of A(t) is a unit ([19], Theorem 3; his formulation is

actually slightly différent, but the translation is provided by the formula

A(t) det (tA + (/- A)) tn det A + • • • ±det (I-A)

on p. 657). This resuit is a spécial case of Theorem C, for, as GIG" is torsion-free
and 4(1) ±1, the characteristic polynomial of t® QeEnd (G'/G" <8>Q) is pre-
cisely the normalized Alexander polynomial.

4. The proof of Theorem B

4.1 Let

G (xu x2,..., xm ; r1?..., rn)

be a finitely presented group with m > n + 2, and 93 5e O a variety containing 3lpSl

for some prime p. Then by the arguments of [3], pp. 307-308, Q G/93(G)
contains a normal subgroup N with infinité cyclic factor group Q/N (tN) and

with N/N'NP infinité elementary Abelian. No infinité Abelian torsion group can
lie in the class Ât U Âx^ hence Né Â, U Ât-i by Lemma 3.2. As 93 * ®, O G/93(G)
contains no non-Abelian free subgroup. Therefore it foliows from Theorem A
that O is not almost finitely presented over any ring K. This proves Theorem B
and Corollary Bl.
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4.2 In order to prove Corollary B2 let first d be an integer >2 and consider
G(d)/G(d+i) If G(d)/G(d+1)®ZK were trivial for some K then, by Lemma 2.1,
G/G(d) would be almost finitely presented over K, contradicting Theorem B when

applied to the variety of ail soluble groups of derived length d. Thus
GW)/Gf(d+1)<g)zJKX) for every commutative ring K. For K Q this means that
G(d)/G(d+i) is not a torsion groUp5 and for K Fp that G(d)/G(d+l) is not divisible
by p.

The case d 0 is obvious, so we are left with d l. The KGab-module
G'IG"®K is isomorphic to Hx{G\KGab). Computing this homology group by
means of the free resolution associated to the présentation (xu..., xm; rl5..., rn)

we obtain G'/G"® K as the middle homology group of a complex of the form

(KGab)n -> (KGab)m -* KGab. (4.1)

Now assume that K is a field and choose a free-Abelian subgroup T of finite
index / in Gab. Then (4.1) is a complex of free modules of rank nj, mj and j,
respectively, over the intégral domain KT, and G'/G"® K^ 0 follows by counting
ranks (since ra^n+2).

5. Two generator one relator groups in the variety of ail metabelian groups:
préparations

5.1 Let G be a two generator group with a single defining relation whose
abelianization Gab is the direct product of an infinité cyclic group C and a finite
cyclic group Ce of order e>l. Then G has a présentation of the form

G <*i, x2; w(xl9 x2)xe1), (5.1)

where w w(xl5 x2) is a word with zéro exponent sum on xx and x2 (cf. [14],
Theorem 3.5). Clearly G/G" is finitely related if and only if its subgroup of finite
index gp(x2,G')/G" is. As C= gp(x2, G')/G' is infinité cyclic generated by f

x2G' this in turn is équivalent, by Theorem C, with G'/G" being in the class

tt\J*t>
Our aim is to deduce necessary and sufficient conditions, in terms of the

relator r= wxeu for G'/G" to be in Ât.

5.2 We begin by recalling some facts about the free differential calculus [9].
Let F be the free group freely generated by xx and x2. A (free) dérivation of F is

a map D : F-> ZF satisfying D(uv) Du + u(Dv). A dérivation is uniquely deter-
mined by its values on the generators xl9 x2; and because xu x2 generate F freely
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they may be assignée! arbitrary values. The partial dérivations D,:F—»ZF,
î 1,2, are defined by Dl(x,) l and Dl(xJ) 0 if iV/. They are related by the
"fondamental formula"

l-u Dtu •(l-x1) + D2w(l-x2), ueF. (5.2)

We shall write £, for the coset x,[F, F]eFab and D, for the partial dérivation
Dx followed by the canonical ring homomorphism ZF—» ZFab. The dérivations
D:F-+ ZFab hâve a spécial feature: For i^j one has

^'1) D,u-ux^DjU (1 -MX.M"1) • D}u, ueF.

From this it follows readily that D}w e 7*Fab is divisible by 1 - £ when w € F is a

word with zéro exponent sum on x} and i ^ /.

5.3 Let F (x1,x2), G and r wx\ be as above and let 7r:ZF—* ZG be the
canonical ring homomorphism. The partial derivatives of r can be used to express
the second differential in a free resolution of the trivial G-module Z: one has an
exact séquence of (left) G-modules

2;g-^-»ZG@ ZG-^-»ZG—^Z >0, (5.3)

where e is the augmentation, dt is given by

d1(l, 0) 1 - ir(xt)9 0,(0,1) 1 - tt(x2),

and d2 is given by

d2(l) (ir(D1r),ir(D2r)).

The Shapiro Lemma gives an isomorphism H1(G;ZGab) Hl(G';Z) G'IG".
Under this isomorphism the G-action on HX(G, ZGab) induced by left multiplication
on ZGab corresponds to the G-action on G7G" induced by (left) conjugation.
Using (5.3) to compute Ht(G; ZGab) yields

G7G" ker (ZGab ®G dt)lim (ZGab ®G d2).

To find a présentation of G9/G" we first need one for ker (ZGab ®G dt). This
can be done by taking the tensor product over Z of the C-free resolution
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with the standard Ce-free resolution

where Tr%:Fab-*Gab is induced by tt, and

This yields the (CxCJ-free resolution

> ZGab © ZGab -^-* ZGab © ZGab -^ ZGab © ZGab -^ ZGab -»Z,

(5.4)

where 8t coincides with ZGab <8>G Bîf and 82, 83 are given by the matrices

-à) 0\ =/ N 0
' 2

Exactness of (5.4) yields a présentation of ker 8t ker (ZGab ®G dx), namt

ZGab © ZGab/im ô3 -^ker (ZGab ®G dx).

The image of ZGab®G^2 in ker (ZGab ®G ôx) is generated by b

(^(D^), 7r^(D2r)). We claim that (1, ^(02^(1-^))) is a preimage of b under
ô2. To see this notice fîrst that r= wx\ has zéro exponent sum on x2, whence D2r
is divisible by l-£i in ZFab. Applying (5.2) to r=wx\ and taking images under
ZF-» ZFab gives

and upon dividing by (l-£i) one obtains

Î1 -^. (5.5)
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Using (5.5) one has then

82(b) (n-

ir*(D2r)),

as asserted. This shows that G'IG" is isomorphic to the quotient of ZGab © ZGab
modulo the submodule generated by (^#(1 —fi), 0), (^(l —f2), N) and

(1,^(02^(1-^))). The third relator can be used to eliminate the generator
(1,0), so that we finally obtain

PROPOSITION 5.1. Let G be the group (5.1). Then the Gab-module G'IG" is

isomorphic to ZGab/I where I is the idéal generated by tt^D^) and iT%(D2r).

5.4 Remark. The arguments used to establish Proposition 5.1 hâve little to do

with G being a one relator group. In fact a slight modification yields the following
more gênerai resuit which we record without proof

PROPOSITION 5.2. Let

G (x1,x2;wxe1,wl,w2,...),

where w, wu w2,..., are words with zéro exponent sum on xx and x2, and where

e^l. Then the Gab-module G'IG" is isomorphic to ZGab modulo the idéal
generated by ^(D1(wxe1)\ ir*(D2(w*î)), ^D2wJ(\-^)) (i 1, 2,...).

5.5 Now we use the Gab-module présentation of G'IG" obtained in Proposition

5.1 in order to décide whether G'/G"edt. If e l then 7r^c(^1)=l and

C=Gab is infinité cyclic generated by f x2G;. It then follows from (5.2) that

fl*UV) 0, so that G7G'f ZC/(ir<t(D1r)) and Lemma 5.4 below applies. In the
gênerai case, G'IG" requires two defining relations, and it seems difficult to
extract the information needed to décide whether G'IG"eÂt by a direct approach.
This is so even for the simple examples to be discussed in Section 6.2.

For our indirect approach we consider in ZGab the two ideals
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Let A dénote the ring A Z[Ç1]/(l + t;l + • • • +£i-1). One has the obvious ring
homomorphisms p:ZGab —» Z[£2> £2*] and or :ZGab —* A [£2> £2*]- Thèse induce

isomorphisms

which show that both ZGab/V and ZGab/I" hâve 1-relator présentations over
suitable rings.

LEMMA 5.3. Let C be the infinité cyclic group generated by t x2G'eGab.
Then the C-module G'IG" is in the class Ât if and only if both ZGJV and ZGJI"
are in âv

Proof. By Proposition 5.1, G'IG" is isomorphic to ZGab/I, where I is the idéal

generated by tt^D^) and 7T%(D2r). As D2r is a multiple of l-£i we hâve IçT
and because of formula (5.5) Iç F. Thus, if the C-module ZGab/I is in Ât, so are
its homomorphic images ZGab\V and ZGab/I" by Lemma 3.2. For the converse let
li:ZGab-*ZGab dénote multiplication by 7r*(D2r/(l-£!>). Then ^(V)^I and

one has the exact séquence

zgji -> zgjf -> 0,

where /x^ is induced by jjl and the second arrow stands for the canonical

projection. Now, if ZGab/Ir and ZGaJI" are in %, so is ZGab/I, being an extension
of a homomorphic image of ZGab/If by ZGab/I" (Lemma 3.2).

5.6 The next two Lemmata, fînally, allow to décide when ZGab\V and ZGab/I"
belong to Ât.

LEMMA 5.4. Let R be a commutative ring with unit whose underlying additive

group is finitely generated, C an infinité cyclic group, and f(t)eRC. Then the

RC-module M RC/(f(t)) is in Ât if and only if there is a g(t)eRC such that

/(0g(0 is a polynomial in R[t] with leading coefficient 1.

Proof. Let MeÂt and let B be a finitely generated base group of M containing
m 1 + (/(r)). Then the Abelian group generated by m, tm, t2m,...,is contained in
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B and hence is finitely generated. Therefore there is a natural number d such that

td+1me gp(m, tm, t2m,..., tdm). In other words, there is a polynomial

h(f) r0+V + r2f2+ ' * * + rdtd + td+1eR[t] (5.6)

with h(t)m 0, i.e., h(t) f(t)g(t). Conversely if h(t) f(t)g(t) with h(t) as in

(5.6) then, as JR is a finitely generated Z-module, gpR(m, tm, t2m,..., tdm) is a

finitely generated base group of M.

It follows from Lemma 5.4 that RQ(f(t))eÂt if the leading coefficient of p(t)
is a unit of JR; and in the absence of zéro divisors, in particular for jR =Z, this

condition is both necessary and sufficient for RCI(f(t))eÂt. The same is true for
the ring R A Z[x]/(1+ x + • • • 4- Xe"1). For, although A is not a domain (when
e is not prime), one has

LEMMA 5.5. Let

and let f(t) and g(t) be two polynomials in A[t]. If the product f(t)g(t) has leading
coefficient 1 then the leading coefficients of f(t) and g(t) are units in A.

5.7 In order to prove Lemma 5.5 we need a spécial resuit about roots of unity
and cyclotomic polynomials. The cyclotomic polynomials $m(x)eZ[x], m > 1, can
be defined inductively by 4>t(x) x -1 and

II <*><*(*) *m-l, m>2, (5.7)
d\m

where d \ m stands for "d is a divisor of m." Moreover, there is an explicit
description of <Pm(x) given by the formula

(5.8)
d\m

where, as is the custom, fi, :N—»Z dénotes the Môbius function

0 if there is a prime p with p2 | d

(—Vf if d is a product of r différent primes

1 if d 1

(cf. [13], p. 181).
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LEMMA 5.6. Let p be a prime, r>\ an integer prime to p, and £reC a

complex primitive r-th root of unity. Then <Pp(Çr) eC is a unit in the ring of algebraic
integers.

Proof. Since r is prime to p, £P is again a primitive r-th root of unity.
Therefore there is an integer q, such that £Pq £r. As <Pp(x)= l + x+ • • • + xp~\
one has

••+£" 1)p)= + & + £ + • •• + ff"~I

whence <£p(£r) is a unit in the ring of algebraic integers.

LEMMA 5.7. Let p be a prime, m a natural number and (meCa complex

primitive m-th root of unity. Then <î>mp(£m) e C is not a unit in the ring of algebraic

integers.

Proof. Let m npa with n prime to p. Using (5.7) or (5.8) one can show that

but^fj is a primitive n-th root of unity and so we are reduced to the case where m
is prime to p. In that case we hâve /x(d) + /jt(dp) 0 for every natural number d

dividing m, and (5.8) yields

„(m/d)p_ -

d\m \ X

_ FT (x(m/d)(p-l)_|_ JC(m/d)(p-2)_|_ ^_

d\m

=n <fP(x(m/dr(d).
d|m

Evaluating at x Çm yields a product décomposition of 4>mp(£m). By Lemma 5.6
ail factors ^(C^)*1 with d > 1 are units in the ring of algebraic integers, whereas
the factor corresponding to d l is 4>p(l) p. Therefore the inverse of
$mPUm)cannot be an algebraic integer.

5.8 We are now in a position to prove Lemma 5.4. Let

A=Z[x]/(l + x + x2+ ••• +xe~1).
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As the statement of Lemma 5.4 is trivial for A 0 assume e>2. Consider two
polynomials in Z[x, f],

• • + /k(x)f\
g(x, t)

with /j(x), g,(x)eZ[x], and assume that

/k(x)^0#gj(x) mod l+x + * • •+xe~1. Assume furthermore that the product
/(x, t)g(x9t) represents a polynomial in A[t] with leading coefficient 1. We hâve to
show that both /(x, t) and g(x, t) represent polynomials whose leading coefficients

are units in A, and clearly this amounts to prove that

/k(x)-gI(x)#0modl + x + •••+x'-1.

By hypothesis there exists an integer / > 0 such that the following congruences
modl + x+ • • -hx6"1 hold:

fk(x)'&(x) -0

As

not every e-th root of unity ^^ 1 is a zéro of /k(x). Let ^m be an m-th primitive
root of unity, where m is an integer #1 dividing e, such that /k(fm)^0. If we
evaluate the above congruences at x £m we obtain successively that

and hence

Mtm) •
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This shows that /k(fm)eC is a unit in thering Z if ail algebraic integers. It follows
by Lemma 5.7 that, in Z, /k(£m) cannot be a multiple of <£mp(fm) for any prime p.
Hence the cyclotomic polynomial <Pmp(x), which is irreducible over Q, does not
occur in the prime factorization of fk(x). Therefore we hâve /k(£mp)^0 for every
prime p and ail primitive mp -th roots of unity fmp. Iterating this argument
eventually yields that /k(&)^0 f°r every primitive e-th root of unity (e. Now the
situation is symmetric in / and g, hence the same holds for g,. This shows that

• • - + xe~\ as asserted.

6. Two generator one relator groups in 5l2: the décision procédure

6.1 By the results of the preceding Section 5 we are now in a position to
décide whether a given two generator one relator group in the variety SI2 is

finitely presented (in ©). We summarize this décision procédure.
Let G be a one relator group of the form

G (xl9 x2\ w(xx, x2)x\), (6.1)

where w w(xu x2) is a commutator word and e an integer > 1. Let F be the free

group on {xux2}, & x,[F,F]eFab, i l,2, and let DjjF-^ZF^ dénote the
abelianized Fox-derivation with respect to xt. As w e F', Dxwe ZFab is a multiple
of l-£2. Let

be the Laurent polynomial

and détermine coefficients zmin, zmax, Amin, Amax as follows: Firstly, take the
Laurent polynomial

+00

i=—00

and write zmm and zmax, respectively, for the first and last non-vanishing coefficient

z,gZ (note that the coefficients of this L-polynomial sum up to e).
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Secondly, consider the ring

(notice that A 0 when e 1) and the obvious map

and take the Laurent polynomial

Write Àmm and Àmax, respectively, for the first and last non-vanishing coefficient
A, € A ; if At 0 for ail i set Amm 0 Amax. Then one has

THEOREM D. The metabelian group G/G" is (almost) finitely présentée if
and only if either of the following conditions holds:

(i) *mm ± 1 and Amin is a unit in A,

(iï) £max ±l an<3 Amax is a unit in A.

Proof. Using the notation of Section 5.5 one has

and

Hence, by Lemmata 5.4 and 5.5, condition (i) is équivalent with requiring that
both C-modules ZGab/r and TLGJF be in Ât (if e 1, then A is trivial and 0 is a

unit), and this in turn is équivalent with G'IG"eÂt by Lemma 5.3. Similarly, (ii) is

équivalent with G'/G"edt-i. The claim thus follows from Theorem C. D

Remarks. 1) The assertion of Theorem D holds more generally for every
quotient G/$S(G), where ^ is a variety with Sl2e83c3fîcSl (see Corollary Cl).

2) Recall that any two-generator one-relator group G whose Abelianization
Gab is of torsion-free rank 1 has a présentation of the form (6.1) (cf. [14],
Theorem 3.5).

3) The question whether a given élément A g A is a unit can be decided, e.g.,
by regarding A as an endomorphism of the (finitely generated free-Abelian)
additive group of A and Computing its déterminant.
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6.2 Illustration. The one relator groups

G =<*i, x2; xr2x?xïr= xï) (x1, x2; [jc2, x?]x?-n)

hâve been studied in [5]. If e m-n 0 then either |r| |m| l and G is

free-Abelian of rank two, or G/G" maps onto a wreath product of the form Zp-^Z
and hence cannot be finitely related (e.g. by Theorem A).

Assume now e m - n > 0 (the case e < 0 can easily be reduced to this). The
Fox-derivative of w x^x^x^'x^™ with respect to xx is

hence

_ 1 _
D (1&)

and we obtain the L-polynomial

Next we hâve to compute

from which we deduce, by Theorem D, that a necessary condition for G/G" to be

finitely presented is \m\ 1 or \n\ 1.

On the other hand one has

with m ±£ï£2> hence the second condition in Theorem D requires that
+£M-i 5e a i i

But ase m-n, this is équivalent with 1 + £i + • • • + ^î"'"1 being a unit in A, and
hence the second condition of Theorem D is automatically satisfied if |m| 1 or
W i.

We summarize: //
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then G/G" is almost finitely presented {over some ring K) if and only if |m| 1 or
|n| l (cf. [5], in particular, this estabhshes the addendum to the theorem on

p. 48, though not with the method sketched on p 51
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